
The North West’s love affair with the Eurovision Song Contest 
began in Vienna, Austria, in 1967 when Phil Coulter, with his 

writing partner Scot Bill Martin, composed Puppet on a String 
for Sandy Shaw.  The song won and the local connection with 
the contest began.

The following year they nearly completed the double when, 
at the Royal Albert Hall in London, Cliff Richard performed 
their latest composition Congratulations. Unfortunately, the 

song came second, but both songs went on to sell millions of 
records worldwide.

In Amsterdam in 1970, a local girl called Rosemary Brown, better 
known as Dana, won the Eurovision with All Kinds of Everything. The 

song was arranged by Phil Coulter and went on to be a number 
one hit all over Europe.

Charlie Sherrard and Josef Locke were two great Irish tenors 
of their era. Charlie was born and raised in William Street, 
a stone’s throw from Thundering Down, the street where 
Josef Locke was born and raised as Joseph McLaughlin. 
Charlie’s son, Sean Sherrard, followed in his father’s footsteps. Sean 
took the stage name Johnny Logan and in 1980 composer Shay Healey 
wrote What’s Another Year which Johnny performed in The Hague in the 
Netherlands. The song went on to win and launched Johnny Logan onto 
the international music scene.

The following year the contest was held in Dublin and the group Sheeba 
represented Ireland. Local girl Frances Campbell was a member of the all-
girl trio. Sheeba came fifth that year, finishing behind Bucks Fizz who won 
with Making Your Mind Up.

In 1984 Johnny Logan wrote Terminal 3 for Linda Martin who performed the song in 
Luxemburg, eventually finishing in third place. 

Johnny returned in 1987 when the contest was held in Brussels and he composed 
and performed Hold Me Now. It was another winning entry for Johnny and Ireland. 
Five years later, in Malmö, Sweden, Johnny wrote the victorious Why Me?, sung by 
Linda Martin. 

Johnny Logan entered the record books as the only artist to have won the Eurovision 
contest three times – as a performer in 1980 and 1987 and as a composer in 1992.

In 2003 Mickey Harte from Lifford in County Donegal represented 
Ireland in Riga, Latvia, with We’ve Got the World Tonight. Mickey 
finished eleventh.

To this day, Ireland is still the most successful country with seven 
Eurovision winning entries, and the North West has made its mark in 
Europe’s biggest song contest. 
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